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About This Game

Prometheus - The Fire Thief is an action adventure game set in ancient Greece. As the player you assume control of the titan
Prometheus. After stealing the fire from the Gods of mount Olympus, Prometheus must travel all across Greece and outside its
borders, battling hideous mythological monsters to gain access to mount Olympus once again. Once there he seeks revenge on

Zeus who has turned him into a mortal. On your journey you gather artifacts and weapons to help you on your quest.

Prometheus - The Fire Thief is a nonlinear game in which you as the player have to determine the best way to progress
throughout the different areas. As you gain items your quest will take new twists, in other words, this is a metroidvania style

game. Prometheus is made in a retro style, but attention has been made on making the game mechanics welcoming, for example
you can save at any point in the game. The main games Prometheus is inspired by are the NES games Battle of Olympus and to a

lesser degree Zelda II - The Aventure of Link.

Features:

  Monstrous bosses to fight

  Wide assortment of enemies from mythology

  Artifacts and weapons to collect
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  Retro gameplay and graphics, all original

  Save feature

  Controls configuration

  Original soundtrack by Dan Butler

  Genuine areas from Greece and outside its borders

  Action Adventure gameplay
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Title: Prometheus - The Fire Thief
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Magical Hackers
Publisher:
Magical Hackers
Release Date: 20 Apr, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Dual Core 3.2 Ghz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Integrated graphics card

DirectX: Version 12

Storage: 8 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated Sound card

Additional Notes: Game will run with very low specs.

English
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prometheus the fire thief. prometheus the thief of fire

This game has surpassed Grand Theft Auto (so long, Rockstar, you evil, greedy dev) as my favorite "rampage" game. Allow me
to briefly explain:

Buys game on Winter Sale because he thinks he's always wanted a shiny, new, clumsy, Hitman game. Satisfies all expectations.

Stays up all night and plays 14 straight hours through the campaign, being sneaky and stealthy, using disguises and BEATS the
main campaign. Knows there is more, only saw contracts previously, didn't see "destinations" missions until after.

Despite being such a short "main" campaign, is blown away at his new favorite stealth assassination game.

Proceeds to replay old maps with new mission tags, using the sexy turtle neck and black on black leather on leather outfit that
screams "i'm the hitman!" and chooses to no ever alter his apperance through the mission. Halfway through said mission, recalls
that he could easily be performing this with the "Clown" outfit.

Restarts mission... As the clown costume.

Proceeds to attempt to kill as many people at location as possible, all in a clown suit. Discovers the hatchet. Discovers throwing
the hatchet. Decides to climb around and sneak bodies away, only to better lure more prey, and leaves a deliberate trail of bodies
unhidden on the map, going for the highest kill count.

I'm working up to killing everyone at the fashion show. Kind of going in reverse order of the campaign missions. Most fun as
killer clown: the Bangkok map.

Happy killing, fellow clowns! Happy hitting, fellow hitmen\/hitwomen!. My favourite MMO!
Gorgeous music (more than 200 songs) , beautiful unique baroque setting, 3 characters at the same time, and hundred+
collectible additional characters that you can level up as well.

Each class of character has several stances, which dictate what kind of skills/abilities they will be able to perform in combat.
When in combat, the skills are visually very interesting, it's like you're playing an anime.

You can chose any combination of classes/characters in your 3 man party, for example 1 scout(healer) , 1 wizard ,1 musketeer.
Or 3 musketeers, or 3 wizards, or 2 musketeers and 1 wizard, any combination!
Regarding the collectible characters , you get them by doing quests, and you only get 1 of each, but it is possible to get more of
them on the market.

The graphics are very beautiful considering the age of this game.

There are a lot of quests and the lore/story is great. The lines aren't voice-acted though, sadly.

If you're a returning player, the game is significantely easier now, as you have access to weapons called "Crescemento", which
become more powerful as your characters level up.

Even if you're not into PVP, this game has a ton of PVE content.

It's Free 2 play so you lose nothing for trying it out. Don't let the negative reviews dissuade you from giving this fantastic game a
shot.
It is possible to get hundreds of hours of enjoyment out of this game , even without paying.
If you then end up liking the game a lot and spending a ton of hours on the game, making a purchase or two doesn't hurt.

But keep in mind it is possible to enjoy the game without paying!

I am playing from europe in the only US server available, and there is absolutely no lag, runs flawlessly.
Remember to set the graphics to 1080p on the launcher.
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I highly recommend this game! Give it a try! :). 3\/10!

Open game then close game = all achievements.. It's fun to jump. Full review here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5uu7hXDrqZM&t=0s. Nice sequel to first one, maybe bit too much simillar in the
beginning but I love how it allows different strategies,
and it is not as easy as most tower defense games. Some traps like grinder+recyling seems overpowered though .... I want to start
off my review by saying simply, you CAN get the regular NFL uniforms and current roster as a mod and this is the link (so you
don't go digging around like I did): http:\/\/axisgames.proboards.com\/thread\/35\/nfl-experience-2016-mod-available

Installation is simple, a video is provided even if you can't figure it out. Now time for the review.

Pros:
-A Madden alternative
-Developers and a few modders display commitment towards creating a good Madden alt that attempts to excell where the
current game does not.
-The QB throwing dynamic is amazing. Not only do you have to find the open receiver, you have to aim correctly. It's more
difficult but more rewarding as it feels realistic.
-Kicking is not as easy and it feels great. You have to balance your power with accuracy, where in Madden of course you just
kick it as hard as you can in the direction you desire.
-There is potential for some awesome mods support, but it is currently lacking. As stated before you can mod the uniforms,
team name, and roster. I think you can also edit the audible sound clips and the hot routes, and maybe more. I would really love
the ability to add the correct schedule for our team as I want to play according to the actual NFL schedule. I'm sure graphics and
animation mods would help too. Also individual adjustments to each QB voice would be VERY useful for modders. I would
love hearing the actual voice of the NFL QBs as audibles are called.

Cons:
-Not as many options as Madden
-Defense feels bland to play on
-Animations and graphics are obviously well below Madden's but you really can't complain given the circumstances.
-Mod support is not quite there yet.
-No ability (as far as I am aware) to modify the schedule which this game needs IMO
-Franchise mode is underwhelming. Needs more options and adjustments.

Overall I recommend it for the QB\/K play but mostly its potential. I'm not going to lie, I probably will continue to play far more
Madden than Axis. However I think we really need some alternative so for that reason I will not request a refund in order to
support the developers. If this game can achieve what it set out to do originally, I think it will thrive.

To the developers please focus on Franchise mode a bit more for us that don't want to play multiplayer, this is one of the ways
this game can really outshine Madden. Also consider some fun game modification settings for multiplayer like gravity
adjustment, speed, slow-mo, etc. You should try and do everything that madden does not. Give this game some flavor that
catches people's attention. Being on the PC is a huge plus, but not enough. I'm sure I speak for the rest of us when I say that I
want this game to thrive. I don't want to spend $60 a year on what is essentially the same game with an updated roster and
schedule. Give me a game that I can mod and update on my own, and release sequels every few years to upgrade graphics and
mechanics... etc. Good luck and thank you!. This is the most amazing thing ever for just about anything you have to do!. I
picked up this game on a whim because I grew up with some of the classic action\/platform games of the 16-bit era. I was
pleasantly surprised.

Right from the start, this game is a delight with the 16-bit visuals and the soundtrack that take you back a few decades. The
gameplay, too, harks back to some of those classic games. The best parallel I can come up with is the old Disney games on
SNES and Sega Genesis.

It's a very charming game with some neat mechanics. It's pretty standard as far as controls go. You have a jump button (you can
also double jump), an attack button and a potion button. Throughout the game you'll be collecting some power-ups to your
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melee and ranged attacks (most of which consume magic). The biggest mechanic of the game is the season change. Every level
has two seasons you can swap between. A default season, and an alternate season that consumes magic to stay in. Without giving
anything away, you'll need to swap between seasons to reach places or activate things. It's a lovely game that does have a few
issues.

My biggest gripe with the game is the fact that you can't use ranged or melee attacks at will. Instead they're tied to certain
conditions like standing still, jumping, etc. The game would have felt a lot more intuitive if they were each tied to a button.
Rick, the player character, also can't run or dash, so movement feels a little slow sometimes if you're used to more modern
games. Finally, though the season swap is a cool gimmick, it's a little clunky or annoying at times.

That said, if you're looking for a cool retro action platformer that looks, sounds and plays like a 16-bit classic, look no further.
It's a polished game that succeeds at what it tries to do. It's not quite Shovel Knight, but I definitely hope to see more from this
developer in the future, because their next game very well might be!
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The Outcasts are awesome... those hologram projectors mean their cruisers can go through an entire battle undamaged, and
frigates with the Sniper beams and Multi-stage missiles are devestating.. I played along with the soundtrack and with my own
music, both times were amazing.
Never got bored, the gameplay is not even important.. It's so cute! I love the style~ This game is for all of you who haven't
accept that tomatoes are fruits. I was expecting a Touhou bootleg or a cheap Shoot'em Up, but this game really surprised me, it's
legit good.

The gameplay is nothing special but solid and fun, you fly around shooting monsters. The really cool thing about this game are
the bosses, they start like pretty monster girl but on the second face they transform into nightmarish wenches.

The only let down is that it is a bit short, even for a game like this. I would really loved it was at least 1 stage longer.

Not a masterpiece, but really kicks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

7\/10. Call me P I N K E Y. Awesome game! Tons of instruments and songs to choose from. It really feels like you are playing
the instruments and creating great sounding music. I have no musical talent and this makes me feel like a rock star! You can
really get into it!. I wouldn't recommend this game at full price. I picked it up for less than $4, and it is totally worth it. You can
easily get in 20 hours of enjoyable gameplay solo. The skill master rapidly drains your money if you don't plan out your
characters, but I just started new if I didn't like a character by level 15. If you have a lan connection for multiplayer, then I'd say
you will triple your game time. The controls can be difficult to work with, but targeting is simple, and hotkeys will allow you to
organize what is important to your character. It also has some minor glitches with movement and occassionally leveling. Typos
are abundant, but all in all it is an endearing little game.. great game for a cheap price, after dying a few times you will know
how to survive the night :#. The name says it all.
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